1. Introduction. The question of approximating a finite-dimensional matrix by operators from some prescribed convex set in the Cp norm, 1 < p < oo, has a simple answer. Namely, there is always a unique approximant due to the convexity of the class of approximating operators and the uniform rotundity of the C. norm. However, in general a given matrix has a " large" set of approximants in the Cp norm forp = 1 or oo.
The purpose of this paper is to show that the unique C approximants to a given finite-dimensional matrix A from a prescribed convex set converge to a "select" Cx approximant asp tends to 1. This result answers, in the affirmative, questions 3 and 4 in [8] . In addition, the fact that the limit exists as p -> 1 establishes a canonical trace class approximant. Very often canonical approximants shed much light on the structure of the set of best approximants as seen in [2, 3 and 4]. Motivated by the approach in [7] we let, for a fixed A, 4,(A,p)=\\A\\Pp= ÍS,(A)P-
and so dp d$ dp
where In denotes the natural log. Hence by Lemma 2.1, since 5j and 52 are the cluster points of {Ap} asp -* X, we have Í9(sÁUBx + B2)))^min ¿$(5,(73)).
Since K5i + 52) g /^, it follows that ¿ $(5,(^(5,+ 52)))=nhn ¿$(5,(7))).
Hence both inequality signs in (1) and (2) must actually be equal signs. The inequality (1) implies that Si(\(Bx + B2)) = S,(Bx/2) + S,(B2/2) for each i = X,...,n since/is strictly convex, while (2) implies that 5,(5,) = 5,(52) = S,((BX + B2)/2) for all /; i.e., \\Bx\\p = ||£2||" = H^ + B2)/2\\p. From the strict convexity of the Cp norm, it follows that Bx = 52. Hence there exists a unique cluster point of {A } as p -* 1 and this completes the proof. Remark. A similar result seems likely in the case p = oo if the approximating class is the set of positive operators. We conjecture that the best Cp approximants converge in the operator norm to the approximant Pm as p -* oo. See [8] .
